188            SAT-ASAT (BEING- AND NOT-BEING).      [chap. XL
A passage from the' Shatapafha Brdhmana1 probably the oldest com-
mentary on the Ndsadzya Sukta according to Dr. Muir, says :—
"In the beginning, this Universe was not either, as it were, non-
existent, nor, as it were, existent. In the beginning this Universe
was, as it were, and was not, as it were. Then it was only that mind
{tad ha tad manah em dsa). This Mind being developed wished to
become manifested, more revealed, more embodied. It sought after
itself, tad dtmdnam anvaichchhat; it practised tapas, tat tapo atapyata
. . . [and the Universe was apparently the product of this
Mind.].'3
From this rather agnostic attitude which, said that there
was neither entity nor non-entity in the beginning, we come to a
phase of thought somewhat aldn to what is known in modern times as
Eealism.
Man, in Ms primitive stage of culture, endeavoured to solve the
problem of the Universe by the knowledge 'which h.e had acquired by
means of sense-experience ; and he •would naturally call that real
(sat) of which he could have sense-perception, and he would call all
else asat of which he could have no such perception.
But h.e, surely, would not mean an absolute void by the word asat.
His innate sense of the principle of causality would, naturally suggest
to him the idea of an invisible cause to every tiling he saw coming
into being.
At such an early stage of thought, the word sat would naturally
denote, what we are now accustomed to call, empirical reality, and
the source from whicli this sat arose would Tbe called asat.
Accordingly, we find passages to the effect that in the beginning
was asat and from asat arose sat. Thus, in Big Veda,2 " In the eariies t
ages of the gods, sat sprang from asat/'
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